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Britain’s laws are harming UK
businesses operating in space
ritain’s laws are harming
companies who want to
operate in the space
industry, experts have warned.
The failure to build support for
businesses within current legislation makes it more likely they
will move abroad, according to
new research.
The study, the result of consultation with ﬁrms operating
and hoping to operate in space,
says UK laws are too risk-averse
to allow companies to work easily
in a unique and multi-national
industry.
This creates a risk that the
ﬁrms will leave the UK, and commercial space operations will
ﬂourish in nations with less strin-
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gent regulations, according to
the report by academics at the
University of Exeter Law School.
The report urges the Government to review laws so they take
into account the realities of the
modern space industry. It says
UK legislation relating to space
is not well designed because it
is based on an outdated view of
space activity, where different
countries are responsible rather
than businesses.
Companies are playing an increasingly important role in advancing space technology, and
currently the regulatory regime
is not adequately designed for
this reality. The report recommends that more attention
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should be paid to the question
of how intellectual property laws
apply in outer space.
The experts also urge the UK
Government to start exploratory
studies to ﬁnd ways to legally
protect the interests of British
companies operating in space,
particularly in relation to intellectual property for copyright
works and inventions arising from
or in outer space.
l Full report page 8
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period from 2019 to 2030.
Europe dominated the global
software-deﬁned satellite market
in 2018.
The global software-deﬁned
satellite market generated a revenue of $1.23 billion in 2018 and
is projected to reach $3.63 billion
by 2030. The market is expected
to witness a high growth rate
owing to signiﬁcantly enhanced
capabilities of electronic and
communication technology, ﬂex-
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Reaction Engines fully
validates precooler
eaction Engines has
successfully tested its
precooler at airflow
temperature conditions
representing Mach 5, marking a
significant milestone in the
development of its SABRE
engine and paving the way for a
revolution in hypersonic flight
and space access.
This ground-based test
achieved the highest
temperature objective of the
company’s HTX testing
programme and took place at
its specially constructed facility
at the Colorado Air and Space
Port, United States.
During the latest series of
tests, Reaction Engines’
precooler successfully
quenched airflow temperatures
in excess of 1,000°C in less
than 1/20th of a second. The
tests demonstrated the
precooler’s ability to
successfully cool airflow at
speeds significantly in excess
of the operational limit of any
jet-engine powered aircraft in
history. This most recent test
builds upon the success of

SpaceX to
additional
paceX has submitted
filings to the ITU for an
additional 30,000
satellites in its Starlink
constellation, bringing the
total to 42,000, providing a
constellation that will provide
high-speed internet to any
location on Earth.
A spokesperson for the
company said: “As demand
escalates for fast, reliable
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previous HTX hot tests
undertaken in April which saw
the precooler successfully
operate at temperatures of
420ᵒC – matching the thermal
conditions corresponding to
Mach 3.3 flight.
Mark Thomas, chief
executive at Reaction Engines,
said: “This is a major moment
in the development of a
breakthrough aerospace
technology, paving the way for
hypersonic flight. In addition to
its use in our SABRE class of
air breathing rocket engines,
there are numerous exciting

commercial applications for
our precooler technology,
which delivers world-leading
heat transfer capabilities at low
weight and compact size, and
we are seeing significant
interest from a range of
potential customers and
technology partners.”
The major testing milestone
is the culmination of 30 years
of engineering innovation since
Reaction Engines was founded
in 1989. Over the last four years
Reaction Engines has raised
over £100m from public and
private sources.

Science Minister outlines new funding
new package of
space funding was
unveiled by Science
Minister Chris Skidmore at
the UK Space Conference in
Newport.
The UK Space Agency
will provide up to £1 million,
matched by industry, for
innovative new business
ideas that could benefit from a
flight to the International Space
Station. These could be anything
from medicines and innovative
materials developed in the low
gravity environment, to spaceflown consumer products.
This followed the
announcement that the
government is investing £20
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million to predict severe space
weather events, improving
systems at the Met Office Space
Weather Operations Centre and
building the UK’s knowledge on
how to forecast and better
prepare for space weather.
The UK Space Agency will
also award £1.3 million to help
further develop plans for

horizontal spaceports in
Wales, Scotland and
England. This includes:
l £499,811 to
Snowdonia Aerospace for
the Snowdonia Spaceport
Development Plan, which
aims to create a centre for
space R&D, training and
satellite launch.
l £488,000 to Machrihanish
Airbase Community Company
for the spaceport cluster plan in
Argyle, Scotland, centred on an
aerodrome with the longest
runway in Scotland.
l £306,480 to Cornwall
Council for an accelerated
business development and
research project at Spaceport

Cornwall, supporting its
ambition to be a centre for
future flight technologies.
Mr Skidmore said: “There are
huge opportunities as space
becomes more commercial, and
to meet them we must harness
the inspirational effect space
has on young people and bring
even more people into this fastgrowing sector.
“It’s also vital that we both
build our national capability and
forge new international
partnerships, while
strengthening our commitment
to the European Space Agency,
which delivers world-leading
science and a significant return
on investment.”
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launch up to 30,000
Starlink satellites
Internet around the world,
especially for those where
connectivity is non-existent,
too expensive or unreliable,
SpaceX is taking steps to
responsibly scale Starlink’s
total network capacity and
data density to meet the
growth in users’ anticipated
needs.”
But concerns have been
expressed at how SpaceX is

handling the growth of its
Starlink constellation, in
particular with regard to
interference to higher GSOs
and the interruption to their
services.
Based on the company’s
original plans to put in place a
12,000 satellite constellation,
a report from Morgan Stanley
said SpaceX could become a
$120 billion company.

Funding opportunities
for GNSS development
K organisations can
express an interest
in seeking funding
to develop receivers for a
future UK global navigation
satellite system (GNSS),
with the UK Space Agency
looking to invest in R&D
that explores challenges
and ideas around
receivers. The best ideas
could be awarded contracts in a
later stage of the competition
under the Small Business
Research Initiative (SBRI).
The competition aims to look
at the feasibility of the ideas, and
projects could look at them from
several perspectives including:
identifying and understanding
the impact and potential of
state-of-the-art technologies
and capabilities; technical
readiness and scope for
innovation; improved security
features, including innovations in
authentication and trust; ability
for the receivers to be used by a
wide range of sectors; and
innovative concepts of
implementation and operation.
The deadline for applications
is 13 November 2019, and
organisations of any size may
express an interest. Contract
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sizes and duration will be briefed
at an industry day on 28
November.
SBRI brings together
government challenges and
ideas from business to create
innovative solutions. It is aimed
at businesses that might want to
apply to an SBRI competition to
find out how it works and what
they can get out of it, and public
sector organisations that might
benefit from running an SBRI
competition and how to get help
to do so.
The SBRI process allows the
UK Space Agency to fund 100%
of the project’s eligible costs.
This is under the precommercial procurement (PCP)
of R&D protocol. PCP is a way
for the public and private
sectors to share the risks and
rewards of R&D.

ESA explores potential of machine learning for
automated collision avoidance
SA is preparing to use
machine learning to
protect satellites from the
very real and growing danger of
space debris.
The Agency is developing a
collision avoidance system that
will automatically assess the risk
and likelihood of in-space
collisions, improve the decision
making process on whether or
not a manoeuvre is needed, and
may even send the orders to
at-risk satellites to get out of
the way.
Such automated decisions
could even take place on board
satellites, which would directly
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inform other operators on the
ground and satellites in orbit of
their intentions. This will be
essential to ensuring that
automated decisions do not
interfere with the manoeuvre
plans of others.
As these intelligent systems
gather more data and
experience, they will get better
and better at predicting how
risky situations evolve, meaning
errors in decision making would
fall as well as the cost of
operations.
Holger Krag, head of space
safety at ESA, said: “There is an
urgent need for proper space

traffic management,
with clear
communication
protocols and more
automation. This is
how air traffic control
has worked for many
decades, and now space
operators need to get together
to define automated manoeuvre
coordination.”
The current debris
environment sees the industry
having to tackle the remnants of
past orbital endeavours. After
roughly 5450 launches since the
beginning of the space age in
1957, the number of debris

objects estimated to be in orbit,
as of January 2019, was 34,000
objects larger than 10cm in size,
900,000 objects between 1cm
to 10cm, and 128 million objects
from 1mm to 1cm.
On average, ESA needs to
perform more than one collision
avoidance manoeuvre per
satellite per year, the vast
majority due to space debris.
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Government support and standards
needed to drive in-orbit services
ccording to recent NSR
study, in-orbit servicing
is ripe for growth as
traditional satellite operators
delay ﬂeet investment
decisions. The report forecasts
$4.5 billion in cumulative
revenues from in-orbit services
by 2029. It expects life
extension for GEO satellites to
account for more than 75% of
the market over the next ten
years.
As more small LEO satellites
get launched, they become
another market for in-orbit
services. GEO life extension
vehicles can be adapted to do
debris removal by adding
robotic capabilities. Active
debris and end-of-life removal
greatly reduce the risk of
collision with rapidly growing
constellations in orbit.
Many think that in-orbit
satellite servicing is at an
inﬂection point with technology
readiness from an expanding
commercial ecosystem. Space
Logistics, a Northrop Grumman
strategic venture, launched its
ﬁrst ‘mission extension vehicle’
(MEV) earlier this month,
making commercial satellite
servicing a reality near term
with its ﬁrst 5-year service
contract with Intelsat.
The Global Satellite
Servicing Forum (GSSF) held in
Washington DC brought
together key industry players
and policy makers to discuss
standards, policy and
collaboration in order to drive
the in-orbit satellite services
and manufacturing market.
There were four particularly
interesting presentations from
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in-orbit servicing and debris
removal start-ups. Effective
Space Solutions is building
small space drones that can
dock with ageing GEO for life
extension. The spacecraft can
be adapted to service LEO and
remove space debris by adding
robotic capabilities.

Modular parts
Novawurks is designing and
building serviceable satellites
by developing ‘modular’ or
‘automobile’ space parts to
increase serviceability. The
company sees opportunities for
services through separable
systems. Longer term, this
approach would enable in-orbit
payload assembly and
manufacturing.
Astroscale is focused on
space debris removal for LEO.
The risk of space collision is
increasing with growing debris
in orbit and thousands of small

satellites planned for launch in
the coming decade. Astroscale
believes government
intervention is crucial to make
this a viable market.
Orbit Fab is building a
network of ‘gas stations’ in
space. It became the ﬁrst
startup to supply water to the
International Space Station
earlier this year.

Value proposition
However, satellite operators,
who are the prospective
customers, provided a different
perspective to start-ups,
pitching their solutions for GEO,
LEO satellite servicing and
debris removal. At GSSF,
satellite operators (SES and
OneWeb) pointed out softer
than expected commercial
demand and questioned the
value proposition.
Most GEO satellites in orbit
are designed primarily for TV

l Author Josephine Millwood
is head of research at
Seraphim Capital
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broadcasting, which is slowing.
Operators are often more
focused on launching new HTS
GEO satellites for
broadband/data than on life
extension of their ﬂeet. In
addition, life extension is far
less attractive to lower-cost
LEO satellites. Lastly, are
operators willing to pay for
space debris removal without
any regulatory requirements?
While governments want to
leverage the private sector to
commercialise this market,
industry is seeking more
government intervention to
drive demand. Industry experts
agree that the government can
support this market by
providing regulation, subsidies
for launch and test, and
commercial contracts.
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NOVEMBER 20-21 | HOUSTON, TX

SpaceCom Expo is the only civilian conference and
exposition where NASA, aerospace, and industry come
together to connect. It’s where professionals from the
aerospace and commercial sectors convene for two days

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 20
9:45-12:10

to gain insights during forward-looking conference sessions,
see firsthand, cutting-edge technology in an interactive
exhibit hall, and participate in NASA presentations and an
Entrepreneur Summit that promises to transform markets.

Plenary sessions:
All of Government Approach to Building the Trillion Dollar Economy
Conner Prochaska, Chief Commercialization Officer, U.S. Department of Energy
Kevin Coleman, Deputy Associate Administrator for Commercial Space Transportation, FAA
Tom Cremins, Associate Administrator for Strategy and Plans, NASA
Dr. George Nield, President, Commercial Space Technologies, LLC, Moderator
Kevin O’Connell, Director, Office of Space Commerce, Department of Commerce
State of the Commercial Space Industry
Carissa Christensen, CEO, Bryce Space & Technology
Integration of Space into Existing Land, Sea and Air Domains
Dr. Alexander MacDonald, Chief Economist, Office of the Administrator, NASA
Dr. Renu Khator, Chancellor and President, University of Houston
Stuart Martin, CEO, Satellite Applications Catapult
Carissa Christensen, CEO, Bryce Space & Technology, Moderator
Stuart Bradie, President & Chief Executive Officer, KBR

THURSDAY NOVEMBER 21
9:45-12:10

Plenary sessions
Regional Benefits of a Commercial Space Economy: Case Study Houston
Harvin Moore, President, Houston Exponential
Mark Geyer, Director, NASA Johnson Space Center
Vernon McDonald, Senior Vice President, KBR
Mario C. Diaz, Executive Director, Houston Airport System
Steve Altemus, CEO, Intuitive Machines
Opportunities for International Commercial Collaboration on Space Ventures
David Alexander, Rice Space Institute, Rice University
Mike French, Vice President of Space Systems, Aerospace Industries Association
Tim Deaver, Director US Space Systems, Airbus Defense and Space, Inc.
Jeffrey Manber, CEO, NanoRacks
Miles Carden, Director, Spaceport Cornwall

13:00-15:15

Aerospace keynote
Kent Rominger, Vice President Business Development, Flight Systems, Northrup Grumman
Italian ASI Keynote
Maurizio Cheli, Astronaut/Test Pilot/Entrepreneur/Speaker
Plenary Sessions:
Wall Street Responds to the New Space Economy
Andrew Bair, Partner, Sway Ventures
Matt Kuta, President and Chief Operating Officer, Voyager Space Holdings
Hoyt Davidson, Managing Partner, Near Earth LLC
Myles Walton, PhD, CFA, Managing Director Aerospace & Defense Equity Research, UBS

www.spacecomexpo.com

GNSS market analysis

GNSS market to grow at 8%
to reach €325bn by 2029
W

ith signiﬁcant growth observed in
recent years, the global GNSS
market will continue to expand in
the next decade – both in terms of devices
and services. The global GNSS downstream
market revenues from both devices and
services will grow from €150bn in 2019 to
€325bn in 2029 with a CAGR of 8%.
This growth will be stimulated by global
macrotrends such as digitalisation, big data,
sharing economy and artiﬁcial intelligence
that use GNSS for position, navigation and
timing. In combination with other
technologies, GNSS can also contribute
towards tackling challenges such as climate
change by supporting environmentally
friendly transport solutions, sustainable
agriculture and meteorological monitoring.
The global installed base of GNSS
devices in use is forecast to increase from
6.4 billion in 2019 to 9.6 billion in 2029 with
Asia-Paciﬁc continuing to account for more
than half of the global GNSS market. In
terms of global annual GNSS receiver
shipments, the market is forecast to
increase from 1.8 billion units in 2019 to 2.8
billion units in 2029.
The majority of shipments is represented
by mass-market receivers costing less than
€5. These account for more than 1.6 billion
units in 2019 and are set to grow to more
than 2.0 billion units by 2029. 90% of the
receivers in this price segment are used for
smartphones and wearables. The second
GNSS receiver price segment (between €5
and €150) is on the rise, with an estimated
annual growth of 6%. This type of GNSS
receivers is mainly used by unpowered
assets, as well as in road and drone
applications. Although high-end receivers
(more than €150) account for less than 3%

GNSS RECEIVER SHIPMENTS BY PRICE CATEGORIES

of the total GNSS receiver shipments, they
are used across all professional market
segments. In particular, very high-end
receiver shipments are forecast to double in
10 years, from around 1.5 million units to
more than 3.1 million units.

Mature professional market
The average device price of professional
high-end receivers (ie those priced at more
than €1,000) will progressively drop, from
more than €6,000 in 2019 to less than
€4,000 in 2029. This is primarily due to the
high maturity of the professional GNSS
market as well as the increasing
competitiveness from Asian manufacturers,
putting higher pressure on prices. This trend
will contribute to a more accessible market,
leading to a greater number of both
professional and commercial end users
having access to professional GNSS
receivers.
Despite the increasing saturation of the
mature EU28, North American and Chinese

GLOBAL INSTALLED BASE BY SEGMENT
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markets, shipments of smartphones still
outnumber those of all other devices.
Following smartphones, wearables has
become the second most sold GNSS device,
reaching 70 million shipments in 2019. The
silver economy is a key driver, mostly for
health-related solutions but also following
the trend of democratisation of sports and
ﬁtness equipment for all ages.
Following the consumer platforms and
automotive solutions, drones have become
a signiﬁcant GNSS market segment,
exceeding mature segments such as
maritime, aviation and agriculture in terms
of shipments. In fact in the last three years
shipments of drones have tripled and the
growth will continue in the next decade for
all drone categories, generating more than
€2bn revenues in 2029, both from device
sales and services.

In-space applications
Though originally conceived for terrestrial
use, GNSS has also proven its worth as a
valuable tool for in-space applications.
Formerly used mainly by governmental
space entities, GNSS now also serves an
increasing
number
of
commercial
stakeholders within the ‘NewSpace’
paradigm. The spacecraft segment is also
notable for the highest value in terms of
unitary receiver prices.
Space debris has become a proven threat
for space activities: with an increasing
number of space vehicles orbiting the Earth,
the probability of catastrophic collisions is
constantly growing. To tackle the problem,
and to avoid its escalation, different
mitigation measures are being considered,
from the deﬁnition of post-mission disposal
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CUMULATIVE REVENUE 2019-2029 BY SEGMENT

TOTAL GNSS REVENUES

companies had an estimated share of 27%
of the overall global GNSS market, up
2 percentage points compared with 2015.

Signiﬁcant variation

guidelines to the design of technical
solutions. Some of these measures, like
spacecraft evasive actions as well as the
development of cutting-edge space debris
removal technologies, require the use of
accurate positioning systems, representing
a real opportunity for the spaceborne GNSS
market.
Further there is potential from the advent
of LEO mega-constellations. With a soaring
number of satellites (particularly in LEO) and
the proven utility of GNSS to serve many
applications, the spaceborne GNSS
receivers’ market is expected to grow
signiﬁcantly.
In terms of hardware supply, Asian
manufacturers have become increasingly
competitive in the mature markets of highend receivers and professional applications,
which has in turn driven down the average
price of professional receivers. This pressure
has forced manufacturers to maintain
competitiveness by delivering higher
performance through less complex and
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more cost-effective solutions. Leveraging
improved receiver performance, the devices
in use across various sectors have become
platforms for an endless range of software
solutions and services. In 2029, GNSS added
value service revenues will account for 51%
of the total global GNSS revenues.
These solutions, ranging from connected
and automated solutions for road transport
to smartphone apps and surveying software,
represent a major opportunity to mitigate
against the competitive pressure on
hardware.
Overall, the GNSS industry’s value
creation is concentrated in three major
geographic regions: North America, EU28
and Asia represented by China, Japan and
South Korea. Component manufacturers
from these three Asian countries altogether
generate the largest amount of revenue,
although considering individual countries,
the Unites States continues to lead the
global GNSS market (28%). Europe is
following closely: in 2017, European

Despite the stable position, the European
GNSS industry has signiﬁcant variation,
depending on the market segments. It is
driven by relative revenue growth of
European ﬁrms, mergers and acquisitions,
new market entrants and exchange rate
ﬂuctuations. In critical infrastructures, road,
maritime, drones, surveying and emergency
rescue, European manufacturing has an
above average share of the component and
receiver manufacturing marketplace.
The increasing market share of EU
companies is linked with the development
and use of Galileo, the European GNSS. For
the announcement of full operational
capability, Galileo is preparing additional
features that will differentiate the services
from other GNSS and create additional value
for the users. One of these additional
features is the Open Service Navigation
Message Authentication (OS-NMA), which
will contribute to the mitigation against
spooﬁng attacks.
To enhance the beneﬁts of the European
space programmes, European GNSS and
Copernicus are often used in tandem to
enable added value services for users in
many different sectors. Their synergies in
applications such as crop productivity
optimisation, livestock management, urban
planning and disaster management have
shown that European satellite systems
adopted together can help users meet their
challenges of daily life, while on a global
scale they also contribute to the
achievement sustainable development
goals.
l Extracted from the 2019 GSA GNSS
market report
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UK space economy

Britain’s laws are harming UK
businesses operating in space
K laws are too risk-averse to allow
companies to work easily in a unique
and multi-national industry, particularly in the age of commercial activities
outside Earth. This creates a risk that the
firms will leave the UK, and commercial
space operations will flourish in nations with
less stringent regulations.
The regulatory environment for space
businesses, particularly for small and
medium
enterprises
and
start-up
companies, remains challenging. The
existing national regulatory regime is built
primarily upon the international legal
framework developed in the 1960s amd 70s
when the Government had monopoly over
space-related technological capabilities.
With the rapid increase in commercial space
activities, the traditional legal frameworks
are not well equipped to enable the
flourishing of space technology as business
opportunities arise and diversify.

U

Jurisdictional boundaries
Commercial space activities tend to involve
multiple entities across a range of
jurisdictions. A Dutch business entrepreneur
may engage a UK-based technology company to launch a CubeSat from Kazakhstan,
with electro-optical remote sensors imported from the United States. However, law
operates within jurisdictional boundaries,
with the state’s jurisdiction extending to
space objects under its registration.
As a result, regulatory requirements from
multiple states may be applicable to a space
activity; for example, while a UK-registered
satellite will be subject to UK regulations, its
components and the use of data may well be

SPACE INDUSTRY ACT 2018 IN BRIEF
28 October 1971 remains the only time that the United Kingdom has successfully
launched a satellite into Earth orbit by means of a launch vehicle developed within the UK
In doing so it became the sixth nation to attain this capability. Unlike the others, however,
the UK took the decision to abandon this capability, citing cost of development and the
existence of alternative, cheaper arrangements with other states
Now UK is taking legislative steps to regain sovereign launch capacity
The Space Industry Act received Royal Assent on 15 March 2018
It is a major milestone in establishing the environment for safe, responsible and
commercial operations from UK spaceports
It is the result of collaboration across UK Government departments
Safety of the uninvolved general public is at the heart of this Act
The Act’s provisions also ensure that spaceflight activity taking place from the UK is
carried out in compliance with the UN space treaties

subject to various regulations of other
states, such as export regulation and data
protection.
The way that space technology and
commercial space activities operate across
jurisdictions and terrestrial boundaries
challenges traditional legal frameworks.
Cross-border regulatory challenges manifest in various aspects of commercial space
activity. Data sharing is one of the areas
where many business entrepreneurs are not
aware of restrictions or may take
unnecessary legal risks. In particular, greater
caution must be exercised due to the
application and implications of the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) of the
European Union. For example, with

HELPING THE UK SPACE INDUSTRY TO FLOURISH
In the UK the Outer Space Act 1986 and the
Space Industry Act 2018 regulate
commercial space activities carried out in
the UK or by UK nationals. They are
designed to protect national and public
interests, rather than commercial interests.
They do not provide clarity on whether
intellectual property rights apply to
inventions or creations arising from or in
outer space and this is detrimental to UK
firms. The new report (summarised above)
from the University of Exeter urges the UK
government to review this.
Dr Naomi Hawkins, from the University
of Exeter Law School, who led the research,
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said: “Updating Britain’s laws regarding
space could help the space industry
prosper. If this work doesn’t take place we
may sleepwalk into a situation where our
legislation
very
quickly
becomes
completely unsuitable.
“The space industry is very competitive,
but it also offers opportunities for the UK’s
technology companies. Britain could be at
the forefront of cutting edge space
technology research. It is important that
the UK gets the balance right between the
protection of the public interest and
encouraging innovation in this important
field.”

enhanced satellite imagery capabilities,
GDPR compliance issues might arise with
regard to the collection, use or transfer of
purely
space-generated
data
when
particular individuals are identifiable.
Export control is another area of
regulatory challenge for commercial space
activities. Many technological components
and devices used for space activities, such
as solid propellant rocket motors and
electro-optical remote sensors, are dual-use
technologies that are subject to export
control in many countries. The length of time
and costs involved in the application for
export licences adds considerable hurdles
especially to small and medium enterprises.
The current regulatory regime in the UK
is reflective of its obligations under
international law. The different licencing
regimes under the Outer Space Act 1986
and the Space Industry Act 2018, which
regulate commercial space activities carried
out in the UK or by UK nationals, are
therefore designed to protect national and
public interests, rather than commercial
interests. This has meant that there is a lack
of attention to the legal protection of
commercial interests. Moreover, many small
and medium enterprises and start-up
companies are unaware of the need to seek
legal advice in this respect, or are reluctant
to incur the costs of specialist legal advice.
Critical uncertainty remains regarding
the extent to which the rule of nonappropriation of outer space impacts on the
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UK space economy
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS TO BUILD A ROBUST LEGAL FRAMEWORK
l The UK Government and businesses must be mindful of the cross-jurisdictional and
internationally competitive nature of space business, which presents enormous
opportunities and challenges to UK-based technology companies as space technologies
advance further.
l The UK Government should seek to engage in exploratory studies on legal protection
of space business interests, particularly in the form of intellectual property in relation to
creations and inventions arising from or in outer space.
l The UK Space Agency should review regulatory barriers to the registration of space
objects and licencing for space flight activities, including the lack of transparency, the
length of time required for applications to be processed, and the cost of compulsory
third-party liability insurance.

SOME BASIC PRINCIPLES OF SPACE LAW
The delimitation between airspace and outer space is not yet legally-defined
Governments are responsible for all national activities in outer space, even activities of
entirely independent, non-governmental entities
A ‘launching State’ in respect of a space object is responsible for registering the space
object
The State of registry of a space object retains jurisdiction and control of the space object,
but not necessarily ownership of the space object as a whole
States have some obligations of rescue and return of astronauts and space objects
A ‘launching State’ is absolutely liable for damage by its space objects on Earth, but only
liable for damage between two space objects in space where the State is at fault

legal protection of commercial interests. It is
particularly unclear whether intellectual
property rights (IPRs) subsist in relation to
inventions or creations arising from or in
outer space. Businesses may wish to claim
IPRs, but also need clarity in terms of the
rights held by others for freedom to operate
without infringing those rights.
The UK has ratified major space treaties,
but importantly is not a party to the Moon
Agreement. This means that while the rule of
non-appropriation applies to space activities
carried on from the UK or by UK nationals,
its application in relation to the material
collected from the Moon and other celestial
bodies or inventions that originate
therefrom remains uncertain.
Particular attention is required to the
intellectual property protection available in
the United States and Luxembourg. Both
countries have adapted their domestic laws
for intellectual property rights such as
patents to apply to space activities
conducted from their jurisdictions. On the
other hand, in countries that have ratified
the Moon Agreement, such as Australia,
Belgium, Chile, Mexico and the Netherlands,
there is a potential risk that the application
of intellectual property in commercial space
activities that take place on the Moon may
be rejected or rendered invalid on account of
the specific non-appropriation rule.
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The legal uncertainty over the application
of intellectual property in space activities is
detrimental to the commercial interests of
the UK space industry. It is essential that the
UK clarifies its position on the application of
intellectual property rights in commercial
space activities at the national level.

Monopoly of access
While clarity regarding intellectual property
rights may encourage more businesses to
invest in space activities for research and
commercialisation, there is a risk that it may
lead to a monopoly of access to various
space activities by advanced space-faring
nations. A broader range of options therefore
should be explored as a means to protect
commercial interests. Caution also needs to
be exercised when the space activity is
funded through grants, as funders often
include requirements as to licensing of
intellectual property arising from funded
research.
The soundness of the regulatory regime
in the commercial space age is not
determined by the degree of compliance
with international legal obligations alone. It
is also measured in light of costeffectiveness in supporting and promoting
the commercialisation of space activities
while regulating risk elements in the public
interest.

Given the strong international dimension
to many commercial space activities,
variance in regulatory requirements among
space-faring nations may have a long-term
impact on the global picture of the space
industry. However, it has to be emphasised
that stricter regulation in comparison to
other jurisdictions alone is not seen as a
barrier to the commercial decision regarding
the location of business.
There are views that the national
regulatory requirements for the registration
of space objects and licencing for space
flight activities has a direct impact on the
number of launches of space objects in
different jurisdictions. For example, the
number of CubeSats launched in the United
States is considerably higher than in the UK
where only a very small number of CubeSats
have been launched.
A number of different factors explain this
gap, including the availability of the required
infrastructure and skill sets, as well as
significant regulatory issues, such as the
lack of transparency, the length of time for
licencing applications to be processed, and
most importantly, the prohibitive cost of
insurance bills including compulsory thirdparty liability insurance. These regulatory
issues form a significant barrier to the entry
of small and medium enterprises and startup companies to the UK space industry.
The legal protection of commercial
interests derived from space activities might
also emerge as a relevant consideration for
regulatory competitiveness. For UK-based
businesses, the choice of English law as the
governing law in commercial contracts is the
prevalent practice. However, this may
change when business operators and
investors start seeking to reduce regulatory
compliance costs, such as insurance,
consumer protection standards, and labour
conditions.
Concerns are also raised about lax
regulatory practices that may be adopted
elsewhere. Emerging space-faring nations
may seek economic competitive advantages
by compromising environmental and safety
risk assessment standards. Environmental
damage and safety concerns for the public
are not the only concerns; weak regulatory
control also creates vulnerability of space
objects to hostile cyber operations. The
adoption of lax regulatory practices in some
countries, associated with lower costs for
insurance bills, may attract many space
businesses, including UK-based companies,
to those countries for registration of their
space objects, leading to the space version
of ‘flag-of-convenience’.
l Extracted from the report “Finding
polaris in the future regulation of the UK
Space Industry” produced by the
University of Exeter
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IPP performance study builds
case for space-based solutions
study by London Economics into the
performance of space-enabled
programmes within the projects
within the IPP portfolio has concluded that
they are forecast to deliver impacts more
cost-effectively compared with non-space
alternatives.
The ﬁndings are limited to consideration
of project costs and impacts to two time
horizons: short term (to 2021) and longer
term (to 2023). The cost-effectiveness of
projects beyond these time horizons are not
considered. Many projects also deliver other
impacts not captured by the costeffectiveness analysis, which is focused on
the costs to deliver improvements to a single
impact (net of any counterfactual impacts).
The impacts outlined should therefore be
seen, says London Economics as an
underestimate of the programme’s value as
a development programme.

A

Present value of impacts
At a high-level, analysis of the portfolio
suggests that the following present value of
impacts are projected by 2023:
l Avoidance of a cumulative total of 4.3m
hectares of deforestation
l Gains of £372.9m in additional crop yield
l Avoidance of 688 persons killed, missing
or injured
l Gains of £44.3m in additional economic
value for herding communities
l Gains of £9.3m in additional tax revenue
l Saving a cumulative total of 5.3m litres of
heavy fuel oil

l Connectivity of 59 isolated communities
with emergency communications within 24
hours from the onset of a disaster
l Internet connectivity for 437,000 school
children.
All IPP projects in the study are forecast
to deliver these impacts more costeffectively than their alternatives. This
cost-effectiveness advantage for space
solutions is expected to increase over time
due to the low marginal costs of space
solutions. These low marginal costs also
mean that space solutions are much more
scalable than non-space alternatives.

Cost-cutting themes
The variety of different impact indicators –
such as the number of hectares of
deforestation avoided to the increase in
agricultural yield – means that it is not
possible to aggregate this analysis to a
programme-level comparison of the overall
cost-effectiveness of the programme
compared to non-space alternatives.
Nevertheless, the following key themes
emerge from the 33 project CEAs that have
been conducted for the study:
Space-enabled solutions are more
cost-effective than alternative solutions
in the long-run: the cost-effectiveness ratio
of IPP solutions is lower than that of the
alternatives for all projects surveyed in this
study in the longer time horizon. For
example, forestry, agriculture and disaster
resilience solutions are on average 11.8x,
6.7x and 1.8x more cost-effective than their

IPP PROJECTS DELIVER IMPACTS MORE COST-EFFECTIVELY
l Forestry: Space-enabled solutions for
forestry are on average x8 times more
cost-effective than the non-space
alternatives (aerial photography, drones,
patrols) in the short term, and up to x11.8
times in the longer term. In the longer
term, this corresponds to an average cost
of £12.84 per hectare of deforestation
avoided.

l Disaster resilience: Space-enabled
solutions for disaster resilience are on
average x1.7 times more cost effective
than the non-space alternatives in the
short term and up to x1.8 times in the
longer term. In the longer term, this
corresponds to a cost of £20,047 per
killed, missing or injured (KMI) person
avoided.

l Agriculture: Space-enabled solutions
for agriculture are on average x6 times
more cost-effective than the non-space
alternatives (drones, patrols, extension
workers) in the short term and up to x6.7
times in the longer term. In the longer
term, this corresponds to a cost of £0.05
per £1 of additional crop yield gained.

l Other areas: Space-enabled solutions
are also more cost-effective than nonspace alternatives in other development
areas, such as maritime, renewable
energy and tax collection.
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non-space alternatives, respectively. This is
also true for projects with other impact
indicators. Up to the short time horizon,
some alternatives – ie those with low build
costs – are more cost-effective than their
IPP projects (with more signiﬁcant build
costs), although this advantage is lost over
time because of the lower marginal costs of
space solutions.
IPP projects are increasingly costeffective over longer time horizons:
Across all projects, cost-effectiveness is
higher in the longer time horizon than the
shorter time horizon. For example, the
average cost-effectiveness ratios of IPP
forestry, agriculture and disaster resilience
projects improve by 40%, 28% and 23%
between these two time horizons,
respectively.
This is unsurprising since all IPP
solutions involve a substantial development
cost. For example, solutions that require
satellite telecommunications tend to involve
the procurement and installation of receiver
and device hardware, while solutions
requiring EO-based change detection
require the development and testing of
machine-learning or predictive risk models.
Once these solutions have been built, the
marginal cost of operation tends to be quite
low since the solutions themselves require
little human inputs, aside from their ﬁnal
interface with end users.
For example, satellite-derived EO data
from certain sources with large public
investments (for example LandSat and
Copernicus/Sentinels) are ‘free at pointof-use’.
As a result, most EO applications are
relatively cheap to scale or operate longterm once the cost of the analytical software
or models have been covered. This fact
justiﬁes the case for programmes like the
IPP that can support build costs – which are
often beyond the budgets of developing
countries – but allows UK suppliers to
provide operational services that ODA
countries are able to procure on a
sustainable longer-term basis.
As well as the cost-effectiveness
improving in an absolute sense, it also
improves relative to the improvements in
cost-effectiveness of the alternatives over
time. This is because these solutions tend to
be far more labour intensive, resulting in
high operating costs and little if any
economies of scale. For example:
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INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS PROGRAMME THEORY OF CHANGE

Impacts
Increased use of space
sector’s expertise to lead
in delivering overseas aid
or complement existing
ODA efforts

More people beneﬁt
from space solutions
in developing
countries

Outcomes

UK space sector
understands sustainable
development
challenges, M&E
methods and ODA
funding sources

Systems, tools and
services developed in
IPP are being used
operationally in
developing countries

International partners
establish processes,
budgets and
regulations needed to
sustainably adopt
space solutions

More people in
developing countries
have increased
capacity to use space
solutions

Outputs

Space solutions and
training workshops
delivered to
international partners

ODA compliant
projects selected

Activities

IPP demonstrates
additionality that space
solutions and applications
offer over terrestrial
systems for sustainable
development challenges

New partnerships
formed to execute IPP
projects

Delivery of projects in
developing countries by
grantees

Call execution and
selection of projects

New growth
opportunities for the
UK space sector

Collaboration and
partnership

Programme and granteeled process, impact and
economic evaluations

M&E

New trade links
formed between the
UK and international
partners

Greater knowledge
sharing about the
role of satellites in
sustainable
development

Market research,
attendance and
conferences and
stakeholder brieﬁngs

Knowledge sharing

UKSA fund
management and
strategy

Results delivered

Actionable
intelligence
delivered

25,000 farmers
engaged

300+ health
workers trained

l Ground-based monitoring techniques are
cost-ineffective since large numbers of
human resources need to be deployed at
national scale. The coverage of patrols over
a given time is limited and this laborious
process would need to be repeated on a
continuous basis to detect change at the
same frequency as other methods. While
this beneﬁt may have a physical deterrence
effect, detection will be subject to human
error and may be limited to only accessible
parts areas.
l Aerial and drone-based methods can
cover larger areas than ground-based teams,
but they are capital-intensive and incur high
running costs. The project-level CEAs
demonstrate, however, that these methods
can be cost-effective over targeted areas –
for example to map hotspots at higher
resolution than satellite – or be used to
calibrate space-based methods of changedetection.
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300,000
students
beneﬁtting

Scenario
planning
improved

45 lives saved

This difference in cost-effectiveness over
time means that the relative costeffectiveness of space solutions compared
to non-space solutions diverges over time.
This fact is captured by the ‘costeffectiveness ratio multiple’ (the ratio of
space to non-space CERs), which increases
from 7.7 to 11.8 for forestry projects, from 5.6
to 6.7 for agriculture, and from 1.7 to 1.8 for
disaster resilience projects.
IPP projects are increasingly costeffective over large scale: most projects
can be deployed to cover new geographic
areas at a low marginal cost because of their
economies of scale. This is particularly the
case with satellite-enabled EO projects
where most of the build costs are focused on
the development and calibration of
machine-learning algorithms or predictive
risk models. Once these have been
developed, they can provide end-user
outputs from satellite data inputs in an

50,000+
barrels
intercepted

40 million
hectares
monitored

£66 million
property tax
boost

automated way. Coverage of large
geographies would largely imply data inputs
that cover the extended area, which are
relatively cheap to acquire (or free in the
case of Landsat or Copernicus/Sentinel
data).
Solutions
involving
satellite
telecommunications and location data have
higher marginal costs because they require
the procurement and installation of
equipment (for example VSATs and
responders).
These solutions are somewhat less
scalable across geographies, but are still
much more so compared to their
alternatives, such as terrestrial infrastructure for satcoms.
Alternatives are not always viable at large
scale: all the alternatives to the IPP solutions
exist in some form in the real world. However,
they are typically localised solutions that are
not used for the type of large-scale
deployment that makes them comparable to
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the wide area coverage offered by satellitebased solutions. For example, both drones
and aerial photography are used to provide
higher resolution imagery over high-risk
hotspots (for example in forests) that are
initially identiﬁed by satellite, but they are not
typically used to replace satellite imagery all
together because of the high marginal costs
involved.
Likewise, ‘boots on the ground’ cannot
cover all geographic areas that satellite can
without a signiﬁcant labour force. Even so,
the hypothetical alternatives that have been
constructed for the IPP serve to
demonstrate the strengths of satellite-based
solutions at scale.
Some development areas cannot
substitute for space entirely: space
technologies cannot be entirely replaced in
practice as some alternatives – including
ground-based patrols and aerial-based
monitoring – would still require the use of
satellite phones and GIS maps. For example,
EO-based solutions validate satellite-derived
imagery with non-satellite sources of data
(for example ground truthing) to enhance
their predictive models. This fact
demonstrates the ubiquity of space
technology, particularly in a developing world
context characterised by a lack of terrestrial
infrastructure, large and remote geographies
and the need for frequent monitoring.
Further, space-based solutions have
additional beneﬁts that are not reﬂected in
the CEA. This means that the CEA may
underestimate the beneﬁts of projects:
l Satellite solutions are not subject to the
same risk of human error as manual
methods. For example, machine learning
techniques that are applied to satellite
imagery can interpret the same image
consistently, unlike techniques that rely on
manual monitoring where imagery may be
interpreted very differently.
l Satellite imagery is non-invasive. This
means that it can be used to monitor
environments that may otherwise be too
dangerous for human monitoring. In the
same way, ‘boots on the ground’ approaches
may have an additional deterrence effect
that non-invasive satellite imagery lacks.
l Satellite solutions are scalable. Their
distance from Earth means that they can
provide global coverage – EO solutions can
be extended to cover other geographies at
low marginal cost, while satcom can be
extended with the provision of additional
user devices and equipment. In contrast,
alternative (terrestrial) solutions often
require signiﬁcant additional investments to
extend coverage, as previously detailed.

Implementation lessons
This programme-level cost-effectiveness
analysis has been possible because of a
coordinated effort to standardise individual
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IPP PUBLICLY STATED AIMS AND SELECTED IPP LONGFRAME TARGETS

CEAs from the 33 projects that make-up the
IPP portfolio. This has been possible because
of a determination by the UK Space Agency
to generate evidence on the value of satellitebased solutions in the development context
and to demonstrate the achievement of the
OECD Development Assistance Committee’s
(DAC) criteria of ‘efﬁciency’ (ie that IPP
projects have used the least costly resources
to achieve their desired impact).
To
this
end, the
programme’s
independent evaluator – Caribou Space –
obtained specialist support from London
Economics to design a cost-effectiveness
framework that all projects were required to
implement and provide specialist support to
ensure the implementation of this
framework. As a result, several issues of ‘CEA
Guidance Manuals’, case studies, Excel
templates, FAQ documents, supplementary
notes, workshops, one-to-one workshops,
and on-going support and review were
delivered to provide projects with the
capabilities to produce their own CEAs in a
standardised manner.
Implementation of this project- and
programme-level cost-effectiveness economic evaluation has proved to be a
demanding task, but it has yielded some
important lessons for those wishing to
undertake programme-level CEAs in the
future:
l CEAs must be planned well in advance
(even before M&E budgets are agreed)
l Project-level buy-in is crucial – they are
the source of the raw inputs for a
programme-level analysis
l CEAs are time-consuming – dedicated
staff time is required to co-ordinate the

programme-level evaluation (for example to
ensure standardisation across sectors)
l Standardisation is vital – aggregation of
impact indicators across sectors yield
insightful results and makes it possible to
publish
results
without
comprising
conﬁdentiality. Standardisation can only be
accomplished with dedicated staff resource
to coordinate programme-level evaluations
l Standardisation is difﬁcult to achieve
across diverse contexts – some nuance
between projects may be lost when
attempting to do so
l Impacts are complex to identify, isolate,
measure and forecast
l Alternatives are both complex to deﬁne
and estimate. This is because the impact of
some solutions cannot be perfectly
replicated through other means. Alternatives
are also hypothetical so obtaining evidence
for their cost or impact may be challenging.

Next steps
This programme-level CEA uses the CEAs
from individual projects that are still
implementing their solution at the time of
writing this report. These results are
therefore forward-looking, using projects of
costs and impacts beyond late-2018. The
results here should be considered indicative
and will be updated once projects have
implemented their solutions and impacts
been both realised and measured.
l Extracted from the report “Economic
evaluation of the International
Partnership Programme (IPP): Costeffectiveness analysis” prepared for the
UK Space Agency by London Economics
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ECONOMIC RETURN TO THE UK FROM THE INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIP PROGRAMME
London Economics’ analysis of the return on
investment of the International Partnership
Programme combines realised and projected impacts
into an overall indicator of the programme’s economic
impact on the UK up to ﬁve years after the study.
While £78.1m in public funds is expected to leverage
a total of £41.1m in private funding by the end of the
programme (a leverage ratio of £1 : £0.53), some of this
investment would have occurred even without the IPP.
The remainder, £17.7m, represents the (additional)
private investment from IPP grantees that would not
have been made without the IPP. This means that each
£1 in public investment leverages a further £0.23 in
additional private investment.
From an IPP participant perspective, the £17.7m in
‘additional’ private investments leverages a total of
£185.4m in additional income. This comprises £78.1m
in IPP grant income and £107.3m in additional IPPrelated sales. This suggests a private return of £9.48
per £1 of private investment.
This analysis of industry and economy-wider
impacts is based on 97 survey inputs from 67
organisations across the portfolio of 33 IPP projects.
These survey inputs have also made it possible to
model a counterfactual scenario and to therefore
consider only ‘additional’ impacts. Of these, it has been
possible to quantify two categories of impact:
l IPP project expenditure effects: the overall impact
of IPP grantee expenditure on the supply chain and
wider economy, as measured in terms of GVA and
employment supported, and
l Leveraged sales: The additional value associated
with sales leveraged by IPP grant recipients on the back
of the programme, as measured in terms of GVA.
On this basis, the total present value (PV) of the IPP
to the UK economy is estimated at £279.3m,
comprising £132.0m in GVA from IPP project
expenditure, and £147.3m in GVA from leveraged sales.
Given total public expenditure of £78.1m over the
programme’s lifetime, this implies that each £1 of IPP
grant expenditure is associated with an additional
£2.57 in economic beneﬁt in the rest of the UK
economy. This means that each £1 of IPP public
investment increases UK output (as measured by
GDP14) by £3.57.
By considering public and private costs (including
those borne by grantees), we can estimate the total net
return of the IPP to the UK more broadly (commonly
referred to by government economists as NPV/DEL).
This allows us to benchmark the IPP against other
programmes in government. The result is a lower
multiplier of £2.35 per £1 of public investment.
IPP is also projected to support employment of
3,270 FTEs that would not have existed without the
programme. This includes 828 FTEs directly supported
by the grants, and a further 2,388 in the wider supply
chain.
In addition, other grantee beneﬁts have been clearly
evidenced and fall into four main areas: commercial,
network, reputation, and knowledge. Together, these
beneﬁts suggest that the beneﬁts of participating in the
IPP extend signiﬁcantly beyond the grant into other
areas of the business.
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IPP EXPENDITURE BY DEVELOPMENT
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ORBITAL AND SUB-ORBITAL LAUNCH SITES OF THE WORLD
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Funding and financing

Year-to-date investment tops
$5bn, concentrated in late stage
ith $2.1bn invested into space
companies in the third quarter,
total funding for the year has
reached $5.0bn, putting 2019 on track to be
the largest year on record for space
investment. Cumulatively, $24.6bn has now
been invested into 509 unique space
companies since 2009.
Driving much of the surge in investment
this quarter was Jeff Bezos’ estimated $1.4bn
self-capitalisation of Blue Origin, following
the sale of $2.8bn of his Amazon stock. Also
contributing were several large funding
rounds from companies including Relativity
Space ($140m), Synspective ($80m),
HawkEye 360 ($70m), and Spire ($40m).
Industry developments were equally
monumental,
with
several
notable
commercial and government headlines. In
August, SpaceX’s low-altitude test vehicle,
Starhopper completed its highest test flight,
soaring to 150m before safely landing back
on its pad. In September, Elon Musk unveiled
Starship Mk1 – SpaceX’s first full-size
Starship prototype – and provided key
updates on the company’s plans for the
vehicle.
Most notably, in addition to the uncrewed
12 mile high test flight expected in the next
1-2 months, Mr Musk announced that he
expects to reach orbit in the next six months.
If that timeline holds, Mr Musk also
mentioned that we could see a manned
Starship flight as early as next year.
In September, NASA announced new
Tipping Point Partnerships with 14 compan-

W

INVESTMENT AMOUNT AND DEALS BY QUARTER

ies including SpaceX, Accion, and Astrobotic
for Moon and Mars Technologies with a
combined total award value of $43.2m.

Funding by stage
In Q3, we saw significant growth in Series A,
B, and C rounds on a Y/Y and Q/Q basis.
However total capital YTD has been
concentrated in late stage and other rounds.
Early-stage rounds account for 74% of the
share of total deals YTD. In Q3, we saw 30%
Y/Y growth in the number of seed and Series
A deals.
The heavy launch sector has now
received the most capital in 2019, driven by
Blue Origin and SpaceX. Satellite investment
has been concentrated in communications,
due to OneWeb. Earth observation (EO) and
positioning, navigation and timing (PNT)

sectors also saw notable activity with large
rounds raised by HawkEye 360, Synspective,
and Spire. Satellites have seen the most deal
activity with 74% of total rounds occurring
in the industry. The EO sector looks
particularly robust, accounting for over a
third of total deals. This sector is expected
to continue to show strength as the number
of applications for satellite imagery grows.
YTD 105 new venture firms have made
their first investments in the space economy,
bringing the total to 713. Tribe Capital and
Bond Capital, Mary Meeker’s new growth
fund, led Relativity Space’s $140m Seriec C.
Additionally, Tusk Ventures and Forerunner
ventures invested in Sunday.
l Extracted from the Space Angels Q3
2019 space investment quarterly

INVESTMENT AMOUNT BY INDUSTRY AND SECTOR
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SERAPHIM SPACE INDEX – SEPTEMBER 2019

Total funding for 12 months
to 30 Setember 2019:
Total $4.448m investment
Includes 38 drone/UAV transactions totalling $561m
Total includes $138m ‘Beyond Earth’ investments, including
$80m Astroscale Series D, $16m Axoim, $26m Momentus,
$12.5m Moon Express and $4m Gitai
Seraphim Capital is the world’s first venture fund dedicated to financing the
growth of companies operating in the space ecosystem
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Q4 18

Q1 19

Q2 19

Q3 19

Upstream

711

1453

769

575

Downstream

179

133

497

130

Published quarterly by Seraphim Capital, the Seraphim
Space Index is the global barometer for space tech
venture market transactions. To find out more, visit
www.seraphimcapital.co.uk
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Satellite market analysis

Market for software-defined
satellites to grow at 14.81%
nalysis of the software-defined
satellite market predicts that the
market will grow at a significant
CAGR of 14.81% by value and 14.85% by
volume, during the forecast period from
2019 to 2030. Europe dominated the global
software-defined satellite market in 2018.
The global software-defined satellite
market generated a revenue of $1.23 billion
in 2018 and is projected to reach $3.63
billion by 2030. The market is expected to
witness a high growth rate owing to
significantly enhanced capabilities of
electronic and communication technology,
flexibility to alter the in-orbit satellite
missions, and increasing demand for
autonomous satellites in deep space
mission.
Major space powers such as the UK and
France are the most prominent countries in
Europe in the software-defined satellite
market. During the forecast period to 2030,
the Asia-Pacific region is anticipated to grow
at the highest rate due to an increasing
requirement of advanced satellite to attain
sustainability.

A

Increased flexibility
Until few years ago, conventional satellites
were the optimum solutions to provide
space-based
applications
such
as
communication, Earth observation and
navigation, among others. However, the
competition has grown largely with high
agility and technological advancements in
terrestrial technologies, which has led to an
impending need for advancement in satellite
enabling flexibility in order to be agile and
compatible with terrestrial networks.

SOFTWARE-DEFINED SATELLITE MODEL

This revolutionised the advent of
software-defined satellites, which enable the
alteration of satellite parameters, such as
power, coverage, frequency, and bandwidth,
while the satellite is in-orbit. This technology
attempts to offer capabilities with regard to
flexibility in reconfiguring the satellite in
order to meet the changing demands of the
end users.
Rahul Papney, principal analyst at BIS
Research, said: “Software-defined satellites
are expected to emerge as a potential driver
to uptake orders of commercial satellites in
geostationary orbit (GEO). There has been a
gradual decline in commercial GEO satellites

from the past four years, and the decline is
anticipated to prolong during the coming
years. This has led to tremendous
technological betterment in satellite
components by satellite manufacturers,
wherein software-defined satellites are
expected to emerge as a major technological
advancement. These satellites are expected
to change the market landscape of
commercial GEO satellites over the coming
years.”

Business opportunities
Along with leveraging technological benefits
and dynamic operations, software-defined

GAINS FOR SERVICE PROVIDERS OVERSHADOWED BY BIG 4 OPERATORS’ STAGNANT REVENUES
NSR’s Satellite Industry Financial Analysis,
9th Edition report finds a 6% industry
growth in 2018-2019, on the back of strong
IFC contracts and broadband subscriptions, with several integrated operators
posting large double-digit growth. While
EBITDA margins improved and cash flows
increased, top-line growth remains a big
concern for SES, Intelsat, Eutelsat, and
Telesat.
A prolonged decline in media revenues
is met with modest gains for data networks,
with flat to declining revenues the norm.
Decline in return on capital employed also
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denotes a transition phase from FSS to HTS
until 2020, after which growth is expected
to take off again.
For three years in a row, service
providers posted large top-line gains with
Speedcast, Hughes, and Gogo leading the
way. EBITDA margins have improved, but
are still far away from generating positive
cash flow. Finally, 2018-19 has been a
breakthrough for M&A, with Hispasat,
Asiasat, and Inmarsat going private on the
back of strong performances towards cash
generation, backlog, and debt reduction.
“The industry is set to witness a higher

diversification in fleet strategy going
forward with options from FSS Hybrid (high
EBITDA) to VHTS (efficiency) to small GEOs
(regional/mission specific) to non-GEOs
(ubiquitous) from various stand-alone and
integrated operators,” noted Gagan
Agrawal, NSR senior analyst and report
author.
“While operators pursue growth, it is key
that each creates its own captive regional
markets, with highest fleet efficiency for
wholesale revenue and the best-in-class
fleet synergies in a managed services role,”
Mr Agrawal added.
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Satellite market analysis
AN ARCHITECTURE FOR THE SOFTWARE-DEFINED LEO SATELLITE NETWORK

The low earth orbit (LEO) satellite network
can benefit from software-defined networking (SDN) by lightening forwarding devices
and improving service diversity. In order to
apply SDN into the network, however, reliable SDN control links should be associated
from satellite gateways to satellites, with the
wireless and mobile properties of the
network taken into account.
Since these characteristics affect both
control link association and gateway power
allocation, we define a new cross layer SDN
control link problem. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first attempt to
explore the cross layer control link problem
for the software-defined satellite network. A

satellites
provide
several
business
opportunities to software developing
companies, which was traditionally among
space agencies, satellite manufacturers,
operators, and service providers. However,
the impending challenge to integrate
satellites with terrestrial technologies and
vulnerability to cyber-attacks are some of
the major restraints for the market.
Currently, companies such as IBM,
Google, SAP, Greekware, Amazon, and Nvidia
are collaborating with space agencies and
commercial companies to integrate
advanced products such as cloud
computation, artificial intelligence, machine
learning and data security, to enable
satellites to complement or bypass
terrestrial networks. For instance, in
November 2018, the European Space
Agency (ESA) announced the development
of an Earth observation satellite with artificial
intelligence processor in collaboration of
Amazon, Google, Nvidia, and SAP.
In addition, ESA has plans to develop an
AI system as a part of Earth Observation
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logically centralised SDN control framework
constrained by maximum total power is
introduced to enhance gateway power
efficiency for control link setup.
Based on the power control analysis of
the problem, a power-efficient control link
algorithm is developed, which establishes
low latency control links with reduced power
consumption.
Along with the sensitivity analysis of the
proposed control link algorithm, numerical
results demonstrate low latency and high
reliability of control links established by the
algorithm, ultimately suggesting the
feasibility, both technical and economical, of
the software-defined LEO satellite network.

Envelope Program, which is expected to
acquire images from all the satellites
operated by ESA and European commercial
players, and thus deriving the potential
information by analysing this huge data.
Such developments signify increased
adoption of advanced technology at
components and subsystem level to evolve
in new business ventures, in order to remain
competitive and to adapt with evolving
consumer demand.

ESA Quantum project
Most recently, ESA has announced
Quantum, a pioneering mission that it says
will influence how telecom satellites are
procured and manufactured in Europe. It is
a shift from custom-designed, one-off
payloads to a more generic approach,
resulting in unprecedented in-orbit
reconfigurability in coverage, frequency and
power, allowing complete mission rehaul,
including orbital position.
ESA partnered with satellite operator
Eutelsat and manufacturer Airbus to design

this programme, in response to today’s
market requiring satellites to be able to
respond to changes in geographical or
performance demand, either during
manufacturing or after launch. This will
enable the operator to address emerging
business opportunities – even those that
appear after it has ordered a satellite. Such
partnerships maximise the benefits to
industry thanks to an efficient, co-managed
approach that is tailored to commercial best
practice.
The satellite can meet its reconfigurability requirements through its design:
it is fitted with a suite of powerful
operational software, which ensures that the
payload resources are used as efficiently as
possible. The software tool predicts,
operates and manages the on-board
configuration and reconfiguration of the
satellite. This flexibility means more efficient
use of satellite resources can be made, and
those resources can be allocated in
response to time-variant requests.

Public-private partnership
The mission is being implemented under a
public-private partnership between ESA and
Eutelsat that aims to federate industry
around large-scale programmes to achieve
competitive leaps forward and economic
impacts.
It is being developed by a core team that
includes: Airbus (UK) as the satellite and
payload prime; SSTL (UK) for the provision
of the platform; and Airbus (ES), Space
Engineering (IT), Norspace (NO) and Airbus
(NL), along with other industrial companies
from ESA Member States, that provide
innovative sub-systems.
This year has also seen announcements
from Lockheed Martin and Vector about
software-defined satellites, with Lockheed
Martin preparing to deploy the SmartSat
app. The company says it is the first to
deploy this technology on multiple missions,
giving customers unparalleled resiliency and
flexibility for changing mission needs and
technology, and unlocking even greater
processing power in space.
Elsewhere, Boeing unveiled its 702X
family of software-defined satellites in
September, highlighting a 1,900kg variant
for geosynchronous orbit. The 702X
technology enables operators to adapt to
changing market conditions by dynamically
allocating bandwidth. 702X satellites will
allow operators to distribute capacity to a
variety of end users, connecting businesses,
ships, airplanes, autonomous vehicles and
broadband internet users around the world.
Other companies are incorporating
software-defined radios (SDRs) that can be
reconfigured on the fly to scan and
communicate on different frequencies for RF
monitoring and data transmission.
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Conference report

Few major announcements but
plenty of political enthusiasm
H

opes were high for this year’s UK
Space Conference, but apart from
some good speeches and panel
discussions, in truth little of major
consequence was announced. Chris
Skidmore reaffirmed the UK’s commitment
to and support for the ESA, and highlighted
the political importance of space as a “cross
government critical national infrastructure”.
During the opening plenary, Andy Green,
outgoing head of the industry body UK
Space, possibly to the chagrin of the proBrexit government ministers present,
lamented that the UK’s market share in the
world space industry had fallen since the
leave vote in the 2016 referendum. Graham
Turnock, CEO of the UK Space Agency, said
that even after Brexit the UK could take part
in some EU space programmes if it was in its
interest to do so.

Unlocking investment
An agreement was signed at the conference
between the UK Space Agency and the
Australian Space Agency to set up a “Space
Bridge” between them to unlock investment
and share best practice across a common
framework. Megan Clark, head of the
Australian agency, was part of the “mini-IAC”
heads of agencies plenary, which also
included Mr Turnock and ESA director
general Jan Woerner.
Ms Clark reported that Australia had
formally joined NASA’s Project Artemis to
return humans to the Moon. Setting up a
space agency in Australia had been a good
decision as it provided a “door” to other
nations’ governments and space industries.
She emphasised that cooperation between

MAJOR GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES

Satellite
manufacturing

Launch services
market

Source: Frost and Sullivan

Ground station
services

agencies would continue even if her dream
of there being a world space agency was a
long way off.
Money, of course, was a key subject. Mr
Turnock explained that the agency had to
pick and choose what to fund but there was
a conundrum to be solved in trying to pick
winners. “Do we pick the best projects or the
best sub-sectors?” he asked. He reaffirmed
the agency’s commitment to encourage new
launch capabilities – if not to invest directly
in a launch vehicle. This would include
capping launch liabilities as well as,
probably, providing some spacecraft to be
launched as payloads to stimulate demand.
Later in the conference it was revealed that
should a launch failure occur it would be the
Air Accident Investigation Branch (AAIB)
that would investigate.
Wu Yanhua, vice-administrator of the
Chinese National Space Agency, paid tribute
to the achievements of the Chang’e 4
mission, which had survived 10 nights on the
lunar far side. He also said that all commercial spaceflights were insured by local
Chinese insurance companies, sometimes

UK SPACE INDUSTRY INCOME, 1999/00 – 2017/18

* 2017/18 forecast
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with international insurance backing. Ms
Clark warned however that insurance can
sometimes stifle entrepreneurial spirit.
On the subject of how space technology
could be more environmentally friendly, Mr
Woerner suggested that in addition to
offering the shortest or the fastest route,
SatNav systems could also offer car drivers
the “greenest route”. Best quote of the
plenary came from the ESA director general
who noted the pressure he came under to
choose certain special projects to fund: “I
am director general, not director special.”
He described how certain operations,
such as communications, are increasingly
being taken over by commercial firms but
that space agencies would still have to cover
others such as planetary exploration and
planetary defence, for example. He made it
clear that some competition was essential if
low-cost spaceflight was to be achieved.

Space port funding
It was also revealed that £1.3 million would
be divided between three consortia
preparing horizontal operations at Space
Ports. The three selected were Space Port
Cornwall at Newquay, Snowdonia Aerospace
at Llanbedr, Gwynedd, and the Campbeltown airbase at Machrihanish in Argyll and
Bute. This former RAF aerodrome has the
longest runway in the UK and is supported
by a consortium including Reaction Engines.
While a relatively small sum (compared
with the amount going to the Sutherland
vertical space port), the news is significant
as horizontal launching via carrier aircraft is
likely to start ahead of any UK vertical
satellite launch operation. Virgin Orbit’s
LauncherOne is likely to be a major user and
is nearly ready to begin its initial launch
operations in USA – even if it will need to cut
its costs to survive in the longer term against
cheaper vertically launched rockets.
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ADS INDUSTRY FACTS AND FIGURES 2019 – UK SPACE SECTOR
The UK’s space sector is at the
cutting edge of exploring the
universe and connecting people
to the world around them.

Graham Stuart, minister for investment
at the Department for International Trade,
spoke of a new “Space Park” industrial hub
in Leicester, due to open in 2020 which has
already attracted the Airbus Earth
Observation team. It is hoped that the Space
Park will encourage manufacturers of lowcost satellite hardware to relocate there.
The UK Government and the UK Space
Agency wants the UK to take 10% of the
World’s space market by 2035, and in some
parts of the industry it is already there. Via
firms like SSTL and AAC Clyde, it already
produces 40% of the world’s small satellites.
Likewise, the UK remains very strong in
building planetary science payloads, with
several on ESA’s Exomars rover.
Industry announcements included SSTL,
the University of Oxford and the Surrey
Space Centre being awarded National Space
Technology Programme funding to develop
a novel self-aligning deployable space
telescope, designed for sub-1m ground
sample imaging in a small launch volume
spacecraft. SSTL and Leonardo have been
awarded funding from the UK’s Centre for
Earth Observation Instrumentation to
develop a new MWIR imager for small
spacecraft.

Gender balance
The space industry remains male
dominated, hence the UK Space Agency’s
decision to join the Women in Aerospace
Europe (WIA-E) body as a corporate
member to encourage a greater role for
women in the industry. The WIA-E is led by
Liz Seward, an accomplished space engineer
and executive at Airbus Defence and Space.
While the UK space industry normally
balks at positive gender discrimination
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policies, it is happy to encourage career
opportunities for women which it hopes will
lead to more women in space leadership
positions. There has been some success
already – half of the UK Space Agency’s
executive board members are women, as
well as 46% of all staff.
In education, in which the agency has had
a key role, girls are now flocking to the socalled STEM. These kids realise that these
subjects will give them a better chance of an
interesting and rewarding future career. On
that educational note, UK ESA astronaut Tim
Peake is doing his bit with a new initiative to
reach one million children with engagement
activities in the coming year. The UK Space
Agency is seeking a candidate for the latest
ESA astronaut recruitment programme.
Those with an education up to a Master’s
degree level, ideally in a STEM subject, will
have an advantage, as will those with a sub1.88m stature and sub-37 year age.

Technical sessions
Among all the talks about general space
policy and how to export more, there were a
few jewels. It was especially interesting to
hear that, with £1 billion funding, the UK now
ranks number three in terms of investment
in Quantum applications after the USA and
China. Quantum technology can be used for
computing and optics/interferometry
techniques. Mamah Maheshwarappa, of the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, described
the new QKD 8U Cubesat-sized spacecraft
which will test out quantum encryption
techniques in 2022.
One session was devoted to industry
trends including how satellite services
revenues are falling and how very low Earth
orbits have great benefits, not least in having

an
assured
de-orbit
capability. As well as the
known advantages, such as
better communications and higher
resolution for optical systems, other benefits
include a lower radiation environment,
better pointing accuracy and low space
debris, as well as being better for spectrum
reuse due to the low horizon.
The trick, however, is to stay in these
orbits given the atmospheric drag.
Continuous use of an electric thrust engine
is normally required (for example the GOCE
mission’s T5 which burned for 36,000
hours). Andrew Bacon, of Thales Alenia
Space, said that Skimsat bus design studies
showed that 200-260km is the optimal
altitude in terms of cost/benefit. Mr Bacon
admitted that should the engine fail, even
temporarily, the engineers would only have
14 days or so to fix it before the spacecraft
hit the “altitude of no return”.
Another panel considered new in-orbit
propulsion designs, and the subject of what
defines a “green thruster”. Propellants such
as hydrazine are known to be poisonous and
carcinogenic, and thus require careful
handling. However, Adam Watts, of the
engine maker Nammo, suggested that other
industries used far more hydrazine than the
space industry, which accounts for only 2%
of world hydrazine supplies. Research
continues to find a replacement propellant.
Similarly, there is an urgent need to find
new sources of Xenon gas for electric
thrusters. While they have become de
rigueur for modern satellites, ESA
propulsion expert Mark Ford did not think
that electric thrusters would usurp chemical
propulsion. Both would have a role. All the
panelists accepted Mr Ford’s suggestion that
electrolysed water was showing potential as
the ultimate “green” propellant.
While Reaction Engines (REL) is mainly
involved in air-breathing rockets, its longterm goal is to achieve low Earth orbit with a
reusable launch vehicle. Once there it will
need a transfer stage. REL’s Helen Webber
said that she thought that LOx/Liquid
Hydrogen might one day be stored in depots
in orbit – albeit that the boil-off problem
would have to be solved to do it.
The panel discussing engine technologies bemoaned the fact that there were
few engineers with practical engine testing
experience and called for more to be done
on this. The panel also agreed with this
writer’s suggestion that Alan Bond, founder
of REL (of which this writer is a very small
shareholder) and inventor of the Synergetic
Air Breathing Rocket Engine (SABRE) should
be given a knighthood for his services to
aerospace.
l Author David Todd is head of space
content at Seradata
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ESA Invitations to tender
REF

DESCRIPTION

END DATE

NAVISP ELEMENT 2 - OPEN CALL FOR PROPOSALS

31/12/20

FRAME CONTRACT FOR MEDIUM SIZE INFRASTRUCTURE WORKS ON-ESTEC SITE, NOORDWIJK (NL)

31/12/20

OPEN CALL FOR PROPOSAL FOR IAP- ESA BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

30/12/20

ARTES INTEGRATED APPLICATIONS PROMOTION (IAP) - 5GRONINGEN

30/12/20

ARTES C&G - CALL FOR PROPOSALS

20/12/20

COPERNICUS HPCM - CIMR (COPERNICUS IMAGING MICROWAVE RADIOMETER) PHASES B2, C/D AND E1

03/03/20

MULTI-BAND MICROWAVE MULTIPORT POWER COMBINER FOR GROUND TERMINALS (ARTES AT 7A.062)

19/02/20

COPERNICUS HPCM - CRISTAL (COPERNICUS POLAR ICE AND SNOW TOPOGRAPHIC MISSION) PHASES B2, C/D AND E1

18/02/20

COPERNICUS HPCM - CO2M (COPERNICUS ANTHOPOGENIC CO2 MONITORING MISSION) PHASES B2, C/D AND E1.

17/02/20

SIMULATOR OF VERY HIGH THROUGHPUT SATELLITE WITH FLEXIBLE PAYLOAD (ARTES AT 3A.105)

10/01/20

OPTICAL MULTIPLEXING FOR WAVELENGTH DIVISION MULTIPLEXING (WDM) ON OPTICAL COMMUNICATION TERMINALS

09/01/20

PROTOTYPE OF A CENTRALIZED BROADBAND GATEWAY FOR PRECODED MULTI-BEAM NETWORKS (ARTES AT 6B.047)

06/01/20

FRAMEWORK PROJECT IMPLEMENTING ESAS SUPPORT OF SPACE-RELATED ACTIVITIES IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC

01/01/20

ARTES SCYLIGHT ROLLING WORK PLAN

31/12/19

ARTES INTEGRATED APPLICATIONS PROMOTION (IAP) KICKSTART ACTIVITIES

31/12/19

POLISH INDUSTRY INCENTIVE SCHEME - ROADMAPS WORKPLAN

31/12/19

ScyLight - Open Call for proposals

31/12/19

CALL FOR PROPOSALS: EXPERT: POST-ISS HUMAN SPACEFLIGHT RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONS CAPABILITY IN LEO

31/12/19

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NAVISP ELEMENT 1 2018 WORKPLAN WITH 12 ACTIVITIES

27/12/19

ARTES INTEGRATED APPLICATIONS PROMOTION (IAP) KICKSTART ACTIVITIES - PART 2

18/12/19

MULTI-GBPS BROADBAND TERMINAL FOR EXTREMELY HIGH THROUGHPUT SATELLITE SYSTEMS

17/12/19

COMPACT BROADBAND INPUT FILTERS AT C AND KU BAND BASED ON DIELECTRIC MATERIALS (ARTES AT 5C.379)

17/12/19

COPERNICUS HPCM - CHIME (COPERNICUS HYPERSPECTRAL IMAGING MISSION FOR THE ENVIRONMENT) PHASES B2, C/D AND E1

16/12/19

COPERNICUS HPCM - LSTM (LAND SURFACE TEMPERATURE MONITORING) PHASES B2, C/D AND E1.

16/12/19

SINGLE POLE MULTI-THROW KA-BAND MICROWAVE MONOLITHIC INTEGRATED CIRCUIT SWITCH FOR SIGNAL DISTRIBUTION

16/12/19

MASSIVE-USER COMMUNICATION DEMONSTRATOR (ARTES AT 3C.016) (RE-ISSUE AO 1-9280)

15/12/19

LARGE OFFSET-FED DEPLOYABLE REFLECTOR FOR SMALL SATELLITES (ARTES AT 5B.190)

12/12/19

3GPP NARROW-BAND INTERNET-OF-THINGS (NB-IOT) USER SENSOR INTEGRATION INTO SATELLITE NETWORKS (ARTES AT 3A.106)

06/12/19

GT17-021ED: COTS-BASED HIGHLY INTEGRATED COMPUTER SYSTEM FOR MINI/NANO SATELLITES

06/12/19

PHOTON-COUNTING 2D TRACKING AND COMMUNICATIONS DETECTOR DEMONSTRATOR - T717-603GS (RE-ISSUE)

04/12/19

MULTI-SCALE HEAT PIPE NETWORK FOR ACTIVE ANTENNAS (ARTES AT 4D.063)

04/12/19

MULTI-DIMENSIONAL TWO-PHASE HEAT PIPE NETWORK ARTES AT 4D.061)

04/12/19

C217-067FM ATHENA ON BOARD METROLOGY

03/12/19

EXPANSION-DEFLECTION NOZZLE UTILISING ADVANCED MANUFACTURING AND MATERIALS

03/12/19

FIFTH CALL FOR OUTLINE PROPOSALS UNDER THE PLAN FOR EUROPEAN COOPERATING STATES (PECS) IN BULGARIA

02/12/19

SOLID REFLECTOR WITH METAL MESH AS THE REFLECTIVE SURFACE (ARTES AT 5B.183) RE-ISSUE

02/12/19

FIFTH CALL FOR OUTLINE PROPOSALS UNDER THE PLAN FOR EUROPEAN COOPERATING STATES (PECS) IN SLOVAKIA

02/12/19

IN-ORBIT TUNEABLE INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY FILTERS (ARTES AT 5C.389)

02/12/19

COST-EFFECTIVE HIGH-GAIN CUBESAT ANTENNAS (PRIORITY 2) (ARTES AT 5B.165)

02/12/19

CYBER DEFENCE FOR SPACE PROJECT - PHASE 2 - EXPRO+

29/11/19

PL_RM08 10-20N GREEN BIPROPELLANT THRUSTER - EXPRO+

29/11/19

PL_RM07 DUAL FLOW BIPROPELLANT LATCHING VALVE DEVELOPMENT - EXPRO+

29/11/19

IAP KICKSTART ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI)

29/11/19

VIRTUALISATION OF FOS SYSTEMS UNDER A DIAS-LIKE SERVICE

28/11/19

VERY HIGH-THROUGHPUT INTERCONNECTIVITY SOLUTIONS FOR FUTURE DIGITAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS PAYLOADS

28/11/19

ESTIMATION OF PROTON INDUCED SINGLE EVENT RATE IN VERY DEEP SUBMICRON TECHNOLOGIES - EXPRO+

28/11/19
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REF

DESCRIPTION

END DATE

CREW HEALTH INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (CHIMS) - EXPRO+

28/11/19

EO BIG DATA ANALYTICS EXPRO+

27/11/19

19-P-O-NAV-02 PNT TRAFFIC LIGHT - EXPRO+

27/11/19

LOOP HEAT PIPE OPERATING BETWEEN 100K TO 150K FOR DETECTOR COOLING - EXPRO+

27/11/19

ESA SECURITY RISK MANAGEMENT PROCESS AND IMPLEMENTATION PROJECT

26/11/19

CHEMICAL COMPATIBILITY AND WETTABILITY OF VARIOUS MATERIALS FOR TWO-PHASE AND HEAT PUMP SYSTEMS - EXPRO+

25/11/19

HIGH TEMPERATURE AND DUST RESISTANT VACUUM SEAL MECHANISMS - EXPRO+

22/11/19

ESAC HEALTH SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES 2020-2022 - EXPRO+

22/11/19

INSTALLATION OF A 4X4 METER ISOLATION BLOCK - EXPRO+

22/11/19

BUILDING BLOCKS FOR HIGH PHOTON EFFICIENCY OPTICAL COMMUNICATION

22/11/19

NAVISP ELEMENT 1 (NAVISP-EL1-011): RESILIENT, TRUSTWORTHY, UBIQUITOUS TIME TRANSFER REISSUE - EXPRO+

22/11/19

E.INSPECTOR PHASE A - EXPRO+

21/11/19

19-D-S-OPS-01 SPACE-BASED RADAR FOR THE DETECTION OF MM-SIZED OBJECTS - EXPRO+

21/11/19

VERY HIGH RATE TURBO DECODER WITH INTERLEAVER IN THE TTCP TDE ACTIVITY T212-005GS EXPRO+

21/11/19

19-D-T-TEC-02 BIOMIMICRY FOR SPACE DEBRIS MITIGATION - EXPRO+

20/11/19

LARGE DEPLOYABLE REFLECTOR WITH ADVANCED SURFACE TECHNOLOGY

20/11/19

GAN BASED PCDU FOR EO MISSIONS BASED ON RECURRENT PLATFORMS - EXPRO+

19/11/19

PROPULSION PUMP TRADE-OFF - EXPRO+

19/11/19

DEVELOPMENT OF HIGHLY INTEGRATED W-BAND CIRCULATORS/ISOLATORS BASED ON SUBSTRATE INTEGRATED WAVEGUIDE

18/11/19

ADVANCED MULTI-FREQUENCY LOW-COST HIGH-GAIN GNSS ANTENNA FOR NEXT GENERATION OF MASS-MARKET DEVICES - EXPRO+ 18/11/19
PREPARATION OF ENABLING SPACE TECHNOLOGIES AND BUILDING BLOCKS: AM PROCESS MONITORING AND STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY 18/11/19
ATHENA PHASE A/B SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS MODULE (SIM) STUDY FOR A LARGE X-RAY TELESCOPE

15/11/19

INNOVATIVE PROPULSION SYSTEMS FOR CUBESATS AND MICROSATS - EXPRO+

15/11/19

H2020-ESA-036 FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS OF ARAIM ISM GENERATION BY EGNOS

15/11/19

BIODEGRADABLE PACKAGING MATERIAL, WASTE INHIBITION AND COMPACTION TECHNOLOGY FOR LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS

15/11/19

G617-262ET: ROBUST MINIATURISED TIMING SOURCES

15/11/19

GT17-057GI C2LOCO GENERIC MCS / EGSE FOR SMALLSATS AND LOW COST OPERATIONS (EXPRO+)

15/11/19

LIGHTWEIGHT, ACOUSTIC-LOAD-INSENSITIVE MILLIMETRE-WAVE ANTENNA REFLECTOR (ARTES AT 5B.189)

15/11/19

EXPERT: HERACLES SAMPLE CONTAINER DESIGN AND BREAD BOARDING

14/11/19

NAVISP-EL1-033: ANTENNA AND TRANSPONDER UNIT FOR UNDERWATER PNT - EXPRO+

14/11/19

IAP.FS.SA.001 CYBERSECURITY AND SPACEBASED SERVICES FS OC

14/11/19

ESA TELLUS EVOLUTION & MAINTENANCE 2020-2022

14/11/19

FINE GUIDANCE SENSOR FEASIBILITY CONSOLIDATION FOR SPICA MISSION - EXPRO+

14/11/19

PARALLEL OPEN PUBLICATION (FOR INFORMATION ONLY) OF ITT2-1719/19/NL/PA

12/11/19

HEALTH MONITORING OF DIGITALLY CONTROLLED FLEXIBLE CONVERTERS - EXPRO+

12/11/19

ON-ORBIT SERVICING PREPARED PLATFORMS (ARTES AT 4A.080)

12/11/19

S3T HIGH LEVEL DESIGN OF A TRACKING RADAR

11/11/19

T703-601EP: ACTIVE BATTERY MANAGEMENT - EXPRO+

11/11/19

NAVISP-EL1-028: GNSS SCIENCE WITH COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT RE-ISSUE - EXPRO+

11/11/19

ON BOARD PROCESSORS FOR REGENERATIVE PAYLOADS (ARTES AT 5C.383)

10/11/19

END-TO-END CONCEPT FOR OFFLINE MISSION OPERATIONS SYSTEM - T709-602GD (EXPRO+)

08/11/19

P3-NEO-XXXV: NEO OBSERVATION CAMPAIGNS FROM THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE (EXPRO+)

08/11/19

Each month Space Industry Bulletin updates these pages with the latest ESA invitations to tender, taken from the emits pages of the ESA
website. You can visit the ESA website for the full list (http://emits.sso.esa.int/emits/owa/emits.main), or usual our simple ‘quick links’ facility
on the Space Industry Bulletin website at www.spaceindustrybulletin.com/tenders
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EUROPE’S LARGEST B2B SPACE EVENT RETURNS TO BREMEN, GERMANY
19-21 NOVEMBER 2019

Space Tech Expo Europe is the continent’s major dedicated
supply-chain and engineering event for manufacturing,
design, test and engineering services for spacecraft,
subsystems and space-qualified components.
The free-to-attend conferences bring together professionals
in the space industry in Europe and beyond to discuss
Tuesday 19 November

OPPORTUNITIES FOR EUROPE'S
SMALLSATS
12:00

14:00

15:15

Smallsat Market Forecasts,
Analysis and Opportunities

The Impact of New Players on
the Space Industry
What Will be the Future Orbit
of Choice: LEO, MEO or
GEO?

current trends, developments and challenges in the market,
as well as innovative and ground-breaking technologies.

New for 2019 is the smallsats conference and exhibition,
dedicated to this fast growing sector of the space industry.
The conference features a sellar line-up of speakers and an
outstanding agenda.

Wednesday 20 November

Thursday 21 November

9:30

9:30

LEVERAGING LEO: TECH, LAUNCH
AND MISSION MANAGEMENT

10:15
11:15
13:15
14:15
15:45

Outlining the Challenges of
Power Management on
Smallsats

DOWNSTREAM DAY AND THE
FUTURE OF SMALLSATS

Advancing Imaging
Technologies: from Lidar to
SAR to Hyperspectral and
Everything in Between

10:15

Breaking Through the
Bottleneck Barrier: Going
Forward with Small Launch
Services

13:00

How to Select the Right
Propulsion Systems to
Enhance Sustainable
Constellations

Optimising Antenna and
Ground Terminals Tech to
Stay on Top

11:15

Outlining Future Data
Requirements to Optimise the
Transportation Industry
Increasing Tech Capabilities
to Strengthen Data
Applications for AgriTech,
Urban Management and
Environmental Monitoring
Pioneering a New Market of
Customers Through
Enhanced Connectivity

Setting the Standards:
Preparing the Smallsat
Industry for the Next Frontier

Enhancing Manufacturing,
Mission Control and Data
Management Through
Artificial Intelligence and
Autonomous Decision Making

www.spacetechexpo.eu

